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When we released our report on the colors of the social web, based on data analyzed by our 
Twitter theme tool, we were surprised that blue was such a dominant color in people's profile 
designs. Was Twitter's default color influencing their design decisions? Or is blue really THE 
most popular and dominant color online? ...We decided to look at the colors in the brands from 
the top 100 sites in the world to see if we could paint a more colorful picture. 





 

Turns out the blue-berry doesn't fall far from the bush. The web landscape is dominated by a 
large number of blue brands... but Red occupies a large amount of space as well. What's 
driving this? You might want to say that carefully organized branding research and market 
tests were done to choose the perfect colors to make you spend your money, but a lot of the 
brands that have grown to be global web powerhouses, started as small web startups... and 
while large corporate giants with branding departments spend quite a lot on market research, 
user testing, branding, etc. Lots of the sites listed above got started with brands created by 
the founders themselves with little to no research into the impact their color choice would 
have. I once asked Mark Zuckerberg, the founder of Facebook why he chose blue for his site 
design... "I'm color blind, it's the only color I can see." ...and now 500 Million people around 
the world stare at a mostly blue website for hours each week. 

While the initial reasoning for the colors chosen may be trivial, the impact that these dominant 
players now have in the web world will surely influence the smaller startups that want to share 
in the positive color associations created by their bigger siblings... Once a rocketship of a web 
startup takes flight, there are a number of Jr. internet astronauts hoping to emulate their 
success... and are inspired by their brands. And so Blue and Red will probably continue to 
dominate, but we can have hope for the GoWalla's, DailyBooth's and other more adventurous 
brands out there. 

Would A Corporation By Any Other Color, Still Profit As Well? 

Color is an important part of any brand, but along with the actual name of a company... Is it a 
great brand that builds a great company, or the other way around? Would Google, Google just 
as well with another name? My guess is yes. 

And almost 10 years ago, Wired Magazine looked at the Colors of the corporate America... Blue 
& Red dominate again. 

Companies spend millions trying to differentiate from others. Yet a quick look at the logos of 
major corporations reveals that in color as in real estate, it's all about location, location, 
location. The result is an ever more frantic competition for the best neighborhood. Here's a 
look at the new blue bloods. [Wired Magazine] 

 



 

 

The Colors of 1 Million Brand Icons 

And a brand can extend further than just your logo... On the web it reaches into the address 
bar in the form of a Favicon. It's quite amazing to explore, but the top 1,000,000 website 
Favicons can be browsed here at Icons of the Web: 

See if you can find the COLOURlovers icon! 



 

 

 

Uh-oh! But Will We Run Out of Color on the Web? 

Last year Francisco Inchauste posted a very interesting article on SixRevisions about the 
limited resource of color... not in physical form, but in mind share. (Even linking to a post we 
did a while back about T-Mobile and it's trademark of "Magenta") 

As a designer, it is important to be aware of the trending colors, and how they are being 
applied in products and work produced today. What really isn’t being discussed by the design 
world at large though are the limitations being set on color. Color is as free for us to use as the 
air we breathe… or is it? [SixRevisions] 

The Next Big Color Trend 

You are the next great founder, designer, influencer or creative mind that may build the next 
Facebook. You have the power to influence future color trends... What colors will you choose? 
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My name is Darius A Monsef IV & my friends call me Bub(s)(ba). 

I created COLOURlovers after taking an un inspiring color theory class while in art school... and 
what started as a colorful playground for myself and some creative friends has grown into the 
web's largest color resource and an amazing community of supportive & wonderful people. I'm 
also CoFounder of Hands.org, a disaster relief non-profit and have spent 11 months living in 
disaster areas around the world.  

Welcome! ...Happy COLOURloving! 
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